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Best Sports Feature Print-Small,Print-Large Paul Keane Anchorage Daily News Tegan Hanlon Mushers say the Iditarod can be saved. 
Here’s how.

Very nice work. Looks at all angles to 
focus on the issues and possible 
solutions for the problem of dog deaths. 
Gets all angles in regards to solutions 
without drawing any conclusions nor 
trying to direct the reader to a specific 
conclusion.

Kyle Hopkins, Tegan Hanlon YoBeat Cody Liska The Modern Day Snowboard Industry: 
How Did We Get Here?

Nicely done. Hard to do interviews via 
phone and email, but I like the way you 
used the email responses to introduce 
each new "section" of the story.

Cody Liska Peninsula Clarion Print-Large "Passion, dedication defines Twins 
career for Steffensen"

Nice job. Especially liked delving into the 
family history and passion for sports and 
tying that back in.

Joey Klecka

Best Reporting on Science Print-Large Matt Miller Alaska Magazine Print-Large Bane of the Arctic: The maddening 
mosquito

An engaging and sympathetic account of 
much-vilified creature. Nicely done.

Sharman Haley No Winner No Winner

Best Reporting on Science Print-Small Matt Miller Chilkat Valley News Print-Small New weather station serving high 
elevation in Haines Pass

A clear and accessible piece that helps 
readers see the impact of the weather 
station in question.

Jenna Kunze Chilkat Valley News Print-Small When does the king run get too small to 
sustain?

A careful and detailed accounting of what 
scientists know and what they don't 
about the tipping point for a salmon 
population.

Kyle Clayton Alaska Contractor Print-Small Laying Down High-tech Pavement An interesting explanation of the impact 
of new technologies on the work of 
building roads.

Nancy Erickson

Best Breaking News Story Television Devon Sayers KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television 7.0 earthquake John Thain No Winner No Winner

Best Video Journalism Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Joan Cartan-Hansen KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Nederbrock Compilation Mike Nederbrock KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Sowl Compilation Eric Sowl KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television John Thain Photojournalist John Thain Again, an amazing array of talent. My 
compliments to all entrants. Nederbrock 
did an excellent job of finding angles and 
not being afraid to get into the mix in 
getting the shots. Very good. Sowl was a 
close second and showed talent using 
video to tell a story. Thain was very 
creative.

Vern McCorkle Award for Best 
Business Reporting

Television Devon Sayers KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Frontiers: Alaska Aviation, Turbulent 
Times

Rhonda McBride, Will Mader KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Alaska seafood industry looks 
somewhere beyond the sea

Blake Essig No Winner

Best Comprehensive Coverage (Print) Print-Small,Print-Large Steve Reed Anchorage Daily News Print-Large Nov. 30 Earthquake Coverage Natural disasters of historic proportion 
put hometown newspapers to the test. 
The Anchorage Daily News faced such a 
test beginning Nov. 30, 2018, when a pair 
of earthquakes rocked the state’s most 
populated area as severely as had any 
such event since 1964.

Over the days and weeks that followed, 
the ADN demonstrated it was up to the 
challenge.

The ADN’s coverage reflected two truths. 
The earthquake was a people story and a 
visual story.

ADN reporters and photographers found 
the people most affected by the quakes 
and aftershocks and they captured 
images at ground level and from above to 
illustrate the destruction and the 
challenges of cleanup and restoration.

In the end, no one was killed by the 
quakes of 2018, but everyone who turned 
to the ADN had the opportunity to 
become well-informed.

Anchorage Daily News staff Anchorage Daily News Print-Large 2018 Iditarod The ADN's coverage of the 2018 Iditarod 
is an outstanding example of extended, 
comprehensive coverage.
The content is compelling thanks to great 
story telling, amazing visuals (aerial, still 
and animated )and acknowledgement of 
the animal-cruelty controversy that has 
ensnared the event.

Story telling was highlighted by Tegan 
Hanlon's short profile (excerpted below) 
of 77-year-old musher Jim Lanier.

The coverage is good enough to claim 
first place in a normal year. But, the most 
significant earthquake to hit 
Anchorage/South Central since 1964 
made 2018 anything but a normal year. 
And it means Iditarod coverage must 
settle for second.

Hanlon's lead:
Soon after Jim Lanier wakes up, he 
sandpapers his feet.

Ever since the 77-year-old musher lost a 
toe to frostbite on the Iditarod trail and 
froze several others, leaving them 
perpetually white and numb, his feet are 
quick to callus.

"They become so painful," he said last 
month in his Chugiak home, staring at his 
misshapen toes. "So I use sandpaper to 
knock them down."

Over the years, the Iditarod Trail Sled 
Dog Race has left Lanier callused, 
frostbitten, broken and bruised. Yet the 
trail keeps calling.

Tegan Hanlon, Loren Holmes, Kyle 
Hopkins, Beth Bragg, Vicky Ho, David 
Hulen

Chilkat Valley News Print-Small Man drowns on tour former employees 
allege is unsafe

Normally, reporting life-and-death events 
encountered on tourism excursions that 
promise authentic Alaska experiences 
might not best be done through borough 
assembly meeting coverage.

But when tour guides share safety 
concerns with assembly members and 
those members dawdle and tourists 
continue to die and be injured in precisely 
the manner about which tour guides 
warned, such coverage is important and 
revealing.

Kyle Clayton Alaska journalists distinguished 
themselves in 2018 by meeting the 
challenges of events and issues that 
required extended, comprehensive 
coverage.

Best Education Reporting Television Devon Sayers KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television I can be my own man, I can be whoever I 
want'--Camp Iron Sights works with 
teens with difficult backgrounds

Rebecca Palsha, Leah Schwartz KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Active shooter training Heather Hintze, Will Mader

Suzan Nightingale Award for Best 
Columnist

Print-Large Steve Reed Anchorage Press John Aronno YIELD: Not funny, YIELD: An Alaskan 
Disgrace: There’s a simple solution to the 
loopholes that let Justin Schneider walk, 
YIELD: Indian Child Welfare Act Comes 
Under Fire

Important watchdog work better suited to 
commentary-analysis than straight news. 
Timely. Strong background. Readable. 
First place because of gritty topics.

John Aronno Charles Wohlforth Charles Wohlforth column Outstanding community column writing 
notable for clarity and topics of reader 
interest. Thought provoking.

Charles Wohlforth Anchorage Press Print-Large Editor's Note Opinions effectively expressed via words 
well chosen.

Matt Hickman

Suzan Nightingale Award for Best 
Columnist

Print-Small Steve Reed The Northern Light Print-Small Murkowski must vote no on Kavanaugh, 
Judge Corey is not to blame in Schneider 
case, Beware the commodification of 
Colin Kaepernick

Persuasive advocacy, strongly supported 
and clearly expressed.

Robert Hockema The Northern Light Print-Small Save vultures, not pandas, Mass produce 
ivory, Decriminalize prostitution in Alaska

Compelling exploration of pandas vs. 
vultures, poachers vs. synthetic ivory and 
the case for legal prostitution in the Last 
Frontier.

Ben Edwards Homer News Print-Small Unhinged Alaska: "Shaken, not stirred," 
"Slip slidin' away," "A different kind of 
gift"

Clever, pun-filled, word-smithed columns 
that fulfill the requirement to make me 
think or make me laugh.

Nick Varney The small newspaper entries in column 
writing offer much to celebrate.

Best Headline Writing Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Heather Henline KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Lost 'Hobbit Hole' hiker is there and back 
again thanks to infrared radar

As a veteran newspaper editor and 
publisher, it's hard to come across a 
punny headline I haven't seen before, but 
this winner's work was fresh and so 
relevant to the stories the headlines 
showcased. My absolute favorite was 
Snippin on the dock of the bay. Brilliant!

Robert Woolsey Juneau Empire Print-Large 5 headlines by Ben Hohenstatt Ben Hohenstatt The Northern Light Print-Small Caleigh Jensen Caleigh Jensen All three submissions in this category 
definitely were award worthy. Great body 
of work for consideration!

Best Page Layout & Design Print-Small,Print-Large Heather Henline Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large Marine Salvage A double-truck in the truest sense, this 
playful design leaps from the page and 
beautifully illustrates the feature story it 
showcases, which is what quality design 
should do. Superb!

David Geiger Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large Facing the Blob David Geiger Juneau Empire Print-Large Whale worth the wait Angelo Saggiomo

Best Arts Reporting Radio Christina Myer KFSK Radio (Petersburg) Radio Decolonizing Alaska art opens in 
Petersburg

Compelling look at what the art means to 
the artists, but also what it means to the 
library to be able to bring it to the 
community.

Joe Viechnicki KNOM Radio Caught Doing Something Good: Ellie 
Martinson

The saying "I'd rather be lucky than 
good" applies here, in that the writer got 
very lucky finding a fascinating interview 
subject ... and then, of course, did a 
good job putting together a segment.

Karen Trop, Ellie Martinson KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Goddess-inspired collective brings erotic 
art to Sitka

Almost makes a listener want to fly to 
Alaska to check out the non-tourist art 
scene.

Rachel Cassandra

Best Alaska History Reporting Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Scott Thompson KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Bella Hammond's Alaska Lovely story, and good photography. It 
was nice to meet the former First Lady. 
And I like the on-set interviews 
afterwards.

Rhonda McBride, Will Mader KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Mike Gravel, A Political Paradox Good to see former politicians still have a 
place on local TV. Good use of historic 
campaign commercial. I have seen Mike 
Gravel campaigning for president, but 
really knew nothing about him. Good use 
of on-set interviews afterwards

Rhonda McBride, Will Mader KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Rockwell Kent's Alaska Journey I enjoyed meeting Rockwell Kent, whom I 
was not familiar with before.

Eric Sowl I enjoyed learning a little more about 
Alaska. Congratulations to all those who 
are still able to preserve the state's 
fascinating history through local media. A 
pleasure to see in this climate of car 
wrecks and Kardashians, vacant house 
fires and ugly politics. North To Alaska! 
You have a lovely state flag, too.

Best Investigative Reporting Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Lois Norder KYUK Radio Listen To KYUK's Four-Part Series On 
Policing, Safety, And Public Health In 
Mountain Village

This powerful series, told through the 
experience of one officer, highlights the 
failure of mental health systems and the 
cost in lives of inadequate laws, training 
and funding for this branch of law 
enforcement. This was ambitious and 
compelling, with shocking twists that 
drive home impossible circumstances.

Teresa Cotsirilos Anchorage Daily News Kyle Hopkins The lack of police protection, justice for 
rape victims in Northwest Alaska

The broken system that the story 
exposes regarding village police officers 
was shocking. While the reporter held 
local governments accountable, it was 
clear that the state turned a blind eye to 
an issue the villages alone can't solve.

Kyle Hopkins KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Docs show mayoral candidate's arrest, 
wage garnishments, lawsuits

The reporter dug through thousands of 
pages of documents to background a 
candidate and laid out evidence to allow 
her to respond. This polished 
presentation would hold up in any 
market.

Liz Raines Very impressive work by several news 
organizations made this a tough but 
compelling category to judge. In addition 
to the winners, I'd also like to give a nod 
to investigations by Homer News that 
held a health organization accountable; 
Alaska Public Media on lobbyist 
fundraising; KTVA on a scheme that 
bilked consumers; KTUU on homeless 
camps; and to Chilkat Valley News for an 
important story about how authorities 
turned a blind eye to a predator.

Best Newscast Television Aaron Ellis KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Evening News: 11/29/18 Megan Mazurek, Joe Vigil, Jennifer 
Summers

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Channel 2 Morning Edition: "Back to the 
Future"

Ariane Aramburo, Kari Bustamante, 
Austin Sjong, Victoria Taylor, Howie 
Gordon, Eric Sowl, Jason Jeffords, Jr., 
James Jackson, Chris Morlang

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Channel 2 NewsHour: A 7.0 Earthquake 
Strikes

Tracy Sabo, Mike Ross, Rebecca Palsha, 
Elinor Baty, Jackie Purcell, Tracy 
Sinclare, Gary Lamar, Jill Burke , Rich 
Mauer, Hank Davis Davis, Derek 
Minemyer, Beth Verge, Shawn Wilson, 
Eric Sowl, Andrew Lucero, Kalinda 
Kindle, Sean Maguire, Leah Schwartz, 
Holly Pflum, Joshua Maxwell

Best Comprehensive Coverage 
(Broadcast Radio & Television)

Television,Radio Aaron Ellis KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio The Cost of Living in Sitka Emily Kwong, Katherine Rose, Rachel 
Cassandra

KUCB Unalaska Community 
Broadcasting

Radio 75 Years After WWII, Survivors And 
Descendants Commemorate The Aleutian 
Campaign

Zoë Sobel, Laura Kraegel, Berett Wilber KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television 7.0 Earthquake: KTUU Comprehensive 
Coverage

KTUU Staff

Best Same-Day Feature Television Karen Larsen KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Ascending Gold Star Peak Excellent story with a clear beginning, 
middle and end complete with a revealed 
surprise.
Great job of sharing the goal, the history 
and the conclusion of the effort.

Beth Verge, Multimedia Journalist KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Seward Flooding Reporters did an excellent job of sharing 
one man's fight against the elements. 
Choosing this character to tell the story, 
with the help of excellent video and 
natural sound from the photographer, 
combined for a wonderful story. Great job 
answering the key question - Why does 
he stay?

Cassie Schirm, Kevin Kelleher KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Star the Reindeer Darling story told through solid 
audio/video links. Reporter and 
photographer did a wonderful job of 
capturing cute kids, a reindeer in waiting 
and an ending moment that surely had all 
of the adult viewers chuckling as Santa 
discreetly adjusted his beard.

Lauren Maxwell, Rachel McPherron

Best Specialty News Program Television Jenelle Shriner KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Voices of Alaska: Catch and Release Wonderful investigative work, riveting 
piece, incredibly well done journalism.

Daniella Rivera, Gina Romero, John 
Thain, Ken Kulovany

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Road Trippin' Alaska: The Road Less 
Traveled

What a delight to watch this adventure. A 
great example of "pride in place". It was 
fun, entertaining, but also educational.

KTUU Staff, Tracy Sinclare KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Operation Afghanistan: Alaska's Spartan 
Brigade

Blake Essig, Albert Lutan, Nicole 
Carvajal, Mike Ross, Jeff Dowd

Best General News Reporting Print-Small Jason Patterson Chilkat Valley News Print-Small Former Haines students allege sexual 
abuse by Karl Ward

Strong coverage of a difficult subject. Kyle Clayton Homer News Print-Small Local man starts Flying Spaghetti 
Monster congregation in response to 
borough assembly’s invocation policy

Megan Pacer Petersburg Pilot Print-Small Coast Guard suspends search for 
missing man

Brian Varela

Best General News Reporting Print-Large Jason Patterson Anchorage Daily News Laurel Andrews How a retired geologist discovered a long 
lost Air Force crash in the Alaska Range

Nice work. An interesting story well told. Laurel Andrews Fairbanks Daily News-Miner David Jones Pick the right light for your cannabis 
home-grow operation

David Jones Juneau Empire Print-Large Doing the Dip: Polar Bear Dip gets 2018 
off to chilling, thrilling start

Alex McCarthy

Best Education Reporting Print-Small,Print-Large Jason Patterson The Northern Light Print-Small ANSEP selected as finalist for Harvard 
Innovations Award

Solid reporting. Marie Ries The Northern Light Print-Small Hunger and Homelessness Support 
Network pushes to raise awareness 
about student struggles

Robin O'Donoghue

Best Humor Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Linda Levin KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Who's naughty now? Santa investigated 
in North Pole wish list leak

Delightful riff on the current president, 
played by Santa, and his press secretary, 
an elf, and his lawyer who is under 
gingerbread house arrest at the North 
Pole. Clever and worthy of first place.

John Straley, Finn Straley, Caitlin 
Woolsey, Robert Woolsey

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Who say's there's no such thing as a 
stupid question?

This reporter sets out to ask Iditarod 
entrants what stupid questions do they 
get asked, like is the trail lighted? Huh? 
Like a highway? Funny.

Blake Essig, Albert Lutan, Tracy Sabo, 
Patrick Enslow

Alaska Magazine Print-Large This Alaskan Life What do Alaskans buy with those annual 
government checks that arrive in 
October? A man to keep them warm this 
winter? Maybe. if you are this writer, who 
went on the hunt in Costco.

Susan Dunsmore

Best Reporting on Crime or Courts Television Stacey Woelfels KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Frontiers: Teen Dating Violence: Bree's 
Story

A deeply personal telling of a tragic story 
that leads us into the issue of domestic 
abuse and what can be done to stop it. 
Told with great sensitivity and a desire to 
change the community for the better.

Rhonda McBride, Will Mader KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Homeless camp killing It's difficult to go to a sentencing and 
bring to viewers the pain in the room. 
This story does that well, letting everyone 
watching it know that closure doesn't 
always come at the end of a trial.

Beth Verge, Multimedia Journalist, 
Shawn Wilson, Photojournalist

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television A family's last-ditch effort to keep a 
murderer behind bars

Good use of the grandchildren to help us 
understand the human side of what's at 
stake in a seemingly routine parole 
hearing.

Maria Downey, Eric Sowl

Best Long Feature Print-Small,Print-Large Michael Roehrman Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large Newtok to Mertarvik A beautifully written story that weaves the 
practical, philosophical and political 
implications of a rural town in need.

Isaac Stone Simonelli Anchorage Daily News Print-Large He withdrew from his friends and 
neighbors. When he died in his Fairbanks 
house, no one noticed – for years.

A well-written mystery. Every time I 
thought of a question the reporter was 
right there answering it in the next 
paragraph.

Michelle Theriault Boots Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large CDLs Fly South for Shift Work Business and explanatory journalism 
often don't mix well. Here they do. One 
leaves the story feeling as though they 
have a full understanding.

Sam Friedman

Best Arts Reporting Print-Large Kerry Clawson Alaska Magazine Print-Large I Want to Live in an Alaskan Music 
Festival: Notes and advice from an 
incurable groupie

This is a lively article that really captures 
the excitement and flavor of the vibrant 
and diverse music festival scene 
throughout Alaska. It captures what an 
important part of the Alaska arts culture 
these festivals are and, most importantly, 
makes the reader want to go to lots of 
them.

Monica Devine Anchorage Daily News Cheyenne Mathews This Fairbanks artist’s unique ink 
drawings blend scientific illustrations and 
magical realism

his is a well-written article about a unique 
artist whose ink drawings blend science 
and magical realism. It makes readers 
realize you never know what part of your 
studies may inspire the rest of your 
career until it happens.

Cheyenne Mathews Anchorage Press Print-Large Why the caged bird sings: HMCC Lullaby 
Project celebrates its third year

This is an informative article on a very 
special Lullaby Project for primarily 
incarcerated women, to help them and 
their families heal. Particularly compelling 
are the quotes the writer includes from 
both a male and female inmate about 
their hunger for forgiveness and for 
connection with family.

O'Hara Shipe

Best Alaska Outdoors Reporting Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Christina Myer KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Angling for Tomorrow Rhonda McBride, Ken Kulovany, Will 
Mader

Chilkat Valley News Print-Small Bear and local have close call at Chilkoot Jenna Kunze Cordova Times Print-Small First-time hunter draws tag, harvests 
moose

Emily Mesner
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Best Weekly Newspaper Print-Small,Print-Large Cheryl Thompson Chilkat Valley News Print-Small Chilkat Valley News The bombshell story about alleged sexual 
abuse of students by a former 
superintendent deserved the A1 play that 
it got. I couldn't stop reading. The weekly 
continuously churned out timely stories 
that impact the community, including the 
student protests of gun violence. Bravo.

Kyle Clayton, Jenna Kunze, Natalie 
Helms

The Northern Light Print-Small The Northern Light This student-run newspaper is beautifully 
laid out with well-reported and written 
stories that affect the campus community 
and beyond. Great job!

TNL Staff Arctic Sounder Print-Small Arctic Sounder Nicely written stories on a variety of 
topics and wonderful photos that helped 
tell the stories.

Carey Restino, Shady Grove Oliver, Jill 
Homer, Christy Tyler, Tommy Wells

This competition among weeklies has 
gotten stronger over the years. The 
stories are timely: #Metoo (the alleged 
sexual assault of students by a former 
superintendent and Boy Scout leader); 
the debate over whether to make 
recreational marijuana legal; and students 
protesting gun violence. The photos are 
fabulous--where else can you get up 
close and personal with a mama bear 
and her two cubs? Each weekly also 
brings its own unique spin, i.e. "Who 
Done It" and what happened on this date 
years ago that made news. The decision 
was tougher this year than in any other 
year where I've served as a judge. Sigh...

Best Sports Reporting (Radio) Radio Tom Goldman KYUK Radio Bethel Musher Maurice Andrews Is On A 
Winning Streak

Good, simple and descriptive writing; 
nice introduction of the first bit of sound - 
we hear the sound, then she brings in 
Maurice and the description of what he's 
doing - nice delayed reveal; good quality 
sound; I like the way she put herself in 
the story - not too much and it worked 
well in moving the story along; and, a fun 
ending. I'm a sucker in these contests for 
a strong sense of place - having Alaska a 
character in the pieces. and she did that 
very well - in a straightforward, 
entertaining, not cliche way.

Well done Anna Rose MacArthur - you're 
a winner!

Anna Rose MacArthur KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Staying power: World-class Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu competitor visits Sitka

Good descriptive writing; nice voicing - 
very natural; as I started listening, I didn't 
think it had enough of an Alaska feel, but 
then she had the fisherman and that was 
great and very interesting the way he 
related the sport to what HE does; good 
ending. I'm not usually a fan of 
"explainer" stories, but I thought Emily 
did a really good job getting to the 
emotion of the sport and the interesting 
parts of her Brazilian main character.
Nice job!

Emily Kwong KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Sled dog superfan and Iditarod veteran 
connect over 'Fantasy Mushing'

a great idea and I thought the contrast 
between Alaska and Texas was really 
interesting. Still, I would've liked to get to 
the crux of the sport, fantasy mushing, a 
bit quicker. Maybe hear two cuts from 
the Texan at the top instead of 3. nice 
voicing - Katherine sounds very natural; 
and like the other two winners, a fun 
ending. Important to leave your listener 
with something nice at the end.
Well done Katherine!

Katherine Rose 7 sports entries and ALL by women. 
Bravo Alaska! I thought the top 3 were 
very strong - they sounded great. Good 
tape, good voicing and REALLY good 
story telling. To all 7 and anyone else 
reporting on sports on the last frontier - 
keep up the good work.

Best Sports Reporting (Print) Print-Small,Print-Large Elizabeth Walters Peninsula Clarion Print-Large "Nikiski captures state volleyball crown" Joey Klecka First Alaskans Magazine Vera Starbard Eskimo Shinobi David Bedard Peninsula Clarion Print-Large "Yeaton, Norris collect Mount Marathon 
wins"

Jeff Helminiak Each story had great quotes and details. 
Overall, this was a tough decision. Great 
work from this group!

Best Magazine Cover Print-Small,Print-Large Mike Campbell Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large Best of Alaska Business Cover Such an incredible cover, the colors so 
vibrant, the details and amazing textures 
give such a tactile experience without 
even being able to touch the cover. It's 
so very difficult to achieve that 
experience.

Lindsey Neidlinger, David Geiger The Northern Light Print-Small UAA Fall Commencement 2018 Very fun illustration for the cover. Jian Bautista The Spenardian Victoria Petersen Best magazine cover, Issue 3, The 
Spenardian

A solid example of good design choices: 
Textbook execution of working content 
around a photo - never competing with 
the great photo while communicating the 
information.

Levi Brown

Best Graphic Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Mike Campbell KTUU TV (Anchorage) Sidney Sullivan How much Alaska's state legislature 
special sessions cost

Sidney Sullivan KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Iditarod: Why race times improved 
drastically since its start

Sidney Sullivan No Winner

Best Illustration Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Mike Campbell Capital City Weekly Libby Stringer Real Music: A decade of songwriting 
(Marian Call)

Libby Stringer No Winner No Winner

Best Magazine Design Print-Small,Print-Large Michael Taylor Cordova Times Print-Small https://thecordovatimes.
com/pwsvisitorguide2018/

Wonderful photography, good use of 
white space, and overall a well-planned 
design scheme. The only flaw was the 
frequent use of script font in subheads--
this breaks otherwise clean design lines 
and can makes subheads difficult to read 
at a glance.

Annette Potter Alaska Contractor Print-Small The Alaska Contractor, Winter 2018 A solidly designed publication, clearly 
serving the needs of its audience, 
although its visual feel is a little old-
fashioned. I would suggest updating 
contents and departmental pages with 
new templates, and making greater use 
of two-page spreads to open main 
feature articles. (As is, most features 
open with two single page designs.) 
Feature pages could also use more white 
space and larger photos. What's there 
now works fine, but it could become 
more visually engaging.

Rob German No Winner The magazine submitted were well 
designed and contained some excellent 
photography. It would be nice to see 
more entries in this category next year.

Best Reporting on Government or 
Politics

Print-Small Betsy Russell The Midnight Sun Matt Buxton There are five companies that have each 
spent more than $1 million opposing the 
salmon initiative: State of the Race

Classic investigative journalism; good 
digging!

Matt Buxton Homer News Print-Small Superior Court finds borough invocation 
policy violates Constitution

Good explanation of a complex topic Megan Pacer Daily Sitka Sentinel Print-Small Tax Break for Seniors Ends; Future in 
Doubt

Nicely written, good use of quotes Shannon Haugland

Best Portrait (Small) Television,Radio,Print-Small Stephanie Mullen Cordova Times Print-Small Moose heart Emily Mesner No Winner No Winner

Best Feature Radio Kirk Siegler KTOO Public Media Radio Juneau shamanism retreat leader’s 
financial, cultural and spiritual legitimacy 
challenged

Good accountability reporting and an 
example of excellent public service 
journalism. I also liked the tape you 
chose and the voices. This piece opens 
the door for more follow ups for the 
audience and touches on the bigger 
national issue of alleged exploitation of 
native people and their communities for 
financial gain - which is no doubt not 
unique to Alaska.

Scott Burton KYUK Radio Napakiak Erosion Part I: Accelerating 
Erosion

Good voices and scenes and sense of 
place, as we visit a remote corner of the 
country (and AK) that we no doubt don't 
hear from often. I thought the "why" was 
too far down in the story though - would 
have been better to remind listeners 
higher up how this dilemma fits into the 
broader relocation and displacement of 
native villages due to a changing climate.

Anna Rose MacArthur KFSK Radio (Petersburg) Radio Southeast Alaskans, visitors find awe and 
friendship in fossil hunting

Great sound and scenes and sense of 
place(s). Nice job taking the listener on a 
journey and weaving in some more 
contemporary issues.

Alanna Elder

Best Reporting on Government or 
Politics

Radio Corey Flintoff KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Treaty politics fuel tension, criticism at 
Sitka salmon meeting

This story offers a clear and fair 
explanation of the controversy over the 
salmon fishing treaty. It uses extended 
actualities to humanize the issue and give 
it context.

Robert Woolsey KTOO Public Media Radio Ethics enforcers let former Juneau 
lawmaker’s unpaid ethics fines slide

This breezily delivered story highlights an 
ethics dilemma--how far to go in holding 
ethics scofflaws to account.

Jeremy Hsieh KBBI Radio, Homer Radio For K-Selo residents, advocating for a 
new school doesn’t come easily

This story features a group that normally 
wants little attentions from the state. The 
reporter explains the issue well with 
attention to all sides.

Renee Gross Reporting on government and politics is 
one of the most important tasks for 
journalists. It's one of the most difficult, 
because it requires careful reporting, 
clear explanation and absolute dedication 
to fairness.
I was impressed at how well these stories 
succeeded in that task.

Best Portrait Large Television,Radio,Print-Large Stephanie Mullen Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes Hannah before Hannah after very well executed, unique approach to a 
classic portrait

Loren Holmes Fairbanks Daily News-Miner Robin Wood Allen Moore poised for third Yukon Quest 
championship

Robin Wood Anchorage Press OHara Shipe Finding Her Voice: Calina Lawrence O'Hara Shipe

Best Reporting on Health Radio Tom Banse Alaska Public Media Radio To prevent suicide, little words can make 
a big difference

Ambitious story. Makes the subject come 
alive.

Anne Hillman KTOO Public Media Radio Juneau fluoride study confirms old 
science, but doesn't sway opponents

Very nice narration. Clear writing. 
Balanced.

Jeremy Hsieh KBBI Radio, Homer Radio Medicaid backlog leaves some without 
insurance

Well rounded story. Compelling quotes 
and subject matter.

Renee Gross

Best Feature Television Deborah Horne KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Flying with the Thunderbirds I very much liked the reporter 
involvement. It felt like she took us with 
her on her adventure. Brava!

Beth Verge, Reporter, Mike Nederbrock, 
Photojournalist

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Next Stop China Beautiful photography. And a nicely told 
story.

Blake Essig KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Guardian Angel Nicely done. Good visuals. And a great 
subject.

Shawn Wilson

Best Sports Reporting Television Deborah Horne KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Iditarod 2018 Terrific in every way! Bravo! John Thain, Dave Goldman KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television "The Beautiful Game" Nicely shot, edited and written. Blake Essig, Albert Lutan KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television No track, no problem... Nice job with few visuals. And it was a 
good story, of course.

Patrick Enslow The competition was no competition for 
the very first story. But the second and 
third place winners had much to like. And 
the photography was quite fine all 
around.

Best Profile Print-Large Michael Taylor Anchorage Daily News Marc Lester Kamaka Hepa's shot, from behind the 
Arctic Circle

A classic sports profile, with family 
background, highs and lows, and quotes 
from multiple sources to create a well-
rounded view of a young hopeful.

Marc Lester Fairbanks Daily News-Miner Kyrie Long An experiment 45 years in the making, a 
Fairbanks woman revisits a notorious 
anthropology experiment in the 
documentary ‘The Raft’

A disturbing story, well-told. Kyrie Long Kodiak Daily Mirror Gabe Stutman Keeping it kosher: Seafaring rabbi hard at 
work in local fisheries

An interesting topic, but it could have 
been a better profile with more narrative 
scenes and additional interviews.

Gabe Stutman Excellent writing was visible in all entries 
(except one that I could not read because 
the only link provided took me to a 
paywall--I could glimpse the story for one 
second before it went away). While all 
writers made good use of quotes and 
description, the winner also used multiple 
interviews, and recreated key scenes 
from the subject's life, shaping a well-
rounded and deep portrait of the subject.

Best Short Feature Print-Small Michael Taylor Skagway News Print-Small A long walk made easier with others It's often hard for a first-person feature to 
both cover an external event and share a 
meaningful experience related to the 
event--but this feature does both 
masterfully. A moving work.

Alyssa De Angelus Daily Sitka Sentinel Print-Small Sitka Family Rescues Orphan By definition, short features are not hard 
news, and there is not much news value 
in a rescued baby mink. But excellent 
reporting, with quotes from rescuers and 
zoo experts, makes this cute story a cut 
above the rest.

Shannon Haugland Cordova Times Emily Mesner 13-foot antler tree brightens Copper 
River Highway

This seems to be a very Alaskan sort of 
story about a man and his antler artwork. 
It was fun to read and struck just the right 
tone.

Emily Mesner

Best Series Print-Small,Print-Large Cheryl Thompson Anchorage Daily News Marc Lester Kikkan Randall's Cancer Year Kikkan's story was told in a poignant, 
compassionate way that everyone can 
relate to. There were parts that made me 
teary; other parts made me smile. Really 
nice job capturing her journey. And the 
photos were terrific.

Marc Lester No Winner No Winner

Best Arts Reporting Print-Small Kerry Clawson Capital City Weekly Libby Stringer Real Music: A decade of songwriting 
(Marian Call)

This is a lovely story about independent 
artist Marian Call that tells in striking 
detail how the songwriter and performer 
has found her way in the business, 
enjoyed success touring and is now 
embracing living in Juneau, where she 
still records in her home studio.

Libby Stringer Homer News Print-Small For longtime Irish rock band, Homer is 
one of a few constants over the years

The writer give a nice inside glimpse of a 
visiting band whose leader has fallen in 
love with Alaska. It speaks in an eloquent 
way to the state's remoteness but also its 
beauty and charm.

Megan Pacer

Best Education Reporting Radio Bob Collins KYUK Radio Napakiak Erosion Part II: The School This is as close to the perfectly 
constructed story as I've heard, starting 
with "down the short

hallway, I walk into the quietest and most 
focused classroom I've ever been." Then 
it gives me a cut of

a girl who introduces us to the story of 
the encroaching river. The delivery is 
great. The writing is

wonderful and, best of all, the story 
keeps forward and surprising me.

It takes a turn when we find out no one in 
the community knows what's going to 
happen, a guy from

Alabama took the job without knowing 
about the approaching river (great job 
working his Alabamaness

into the piece), it tells us WHY the loss of 
the school is so important and the 
science teacher who has

worked the impending disaster into his 
curriculum? That sealed the deal for me.

In between all this, there are subtle 
phrases that set various scenes.

There's a despair that comes through the 
negligence of it all.

FYI, I judged Part II before Part I. So I did 
it backwards. I already knew the story by 
the time I got

to Part I, but Part I blew me away too 
with its construction.

I've been judging this for four or five 
years. I'm FAIRLY certain this is the first 
time in my scoring

system, I gave a "10."

Anna Rose MacArthur KHNS Radio Students learn survival skills over winter 
break in Haines

Good use of sound and excellent writing. 
What I particularly loved about it is your 
tying what the kids

were learning to a lifelong value. I loved 
the kid whose dad works on the river. 
Great cut. And you did

it in 3:50! One technical suggestion, roll 
your sound in under your lead and fade it 
out under you as

you pick up the copy again rather than 
just cut it (this is for the audio that was 
recorded outdoors in

which the background helps set a scene). 
It'll make the piece flow much more 
slowly.

Claire Stremple KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio MEHS students research how phones 
affect cognitive ability

First, your delivery and writing is just 
outstanding. This story was so well done 
and the topic was

timely. There was a bit of a pause after 
the audio about the students telling the 
teacher they were

making their own cognitive tests, and I 
couldn't quite hear what was going on 
there or the purpose of

the pause. Right around the time I was 
thinking, "I'd really like to hear the 
students here", you

provided audio of the students. Also, 
excellent last line.

Katherine Rose I think I've been judging the APC 
competition for four or five years now and 
I am completely blown away by the 
quality of this year's entries. It was some 
of the finest journalism I've ever heard. 
Period.

Leslie Ann Murray Award for Best 
Editorial or Commentary

Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Tom Condon Anchorage Press John Aronno Yield: Not funny I liked the writing and especially the 
depth of reporting. Great job on a difficult 
subject.

Anchorage Daily News LISA Demer "Life in Bethel: Richness and despair, 
sometimes all in a single day"

Lovely postcard from the edge. Lisa Demer Alaska Teen Media Institute Radio I’m a high school student in Alaska. We 
spend more time practicing for a mass 
shooting than for an earthquake

Strong piece. especially given the writer's 
age. Keep an eye on this kid.

Ariana O'Harra Not quite as strong a field as in past 
years, but some worthy pieces.

https://thecordovatimes.com/pwsvisitorguide2018/
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Best Single Story Reporting Radio Bob Collins Alaska Public Media Radio ‘We’re still not safe’: Nome reckons with 
sex assaults

I have a friend who's a reporter for the 
(Minneapolis) Star Tribune. Within the 
next few months, I expect him to be 
holding a Pulitzer for reporting on this 
very issue. This piece could have fit 
nicely with the work he did; it's that good.
And that infuriating, of course.

The first think I look at when judging a 
radio piece, is its length. Nine minutes is 
a long time so I begin listening asking 
myself with it moves forward and holds 
my intention. Indeed it does, it also really 
pissed me off, as this situation should 
everybody and I presume it did with your 
listeners, too. I'd love to hear more about 
whether it changed anything.

The city council member who had 
nothing but excuses was pretty infuriating 
and made me want to hear more about 
the cop who apparently did nothing for 
Bun Hardy. I know you tried to get the 
former police chief, but since you started 
with her story, it really needed to 
challenge not only the obvious system in 
place, but her case in particular. WHY 
didn't the cop investigate? I'm not 
entirely sure I'm walking away from the 
piece hearing someone being held 
responsible.

But that's ALL that's missing from this 
very impressive piece.

I hope you stay on top of this.

Zachariah Hughes KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Since 1999, Yakutat's not-so-secret surf 
shop going strong

You know, it takes a lot of confidence as 
a writer and producer to start this piece 
the way you did, AND YOU NAILED IT! 
That was great. What a great way to 
provide the listener with the sense of 
place.

I'm pretty sure you also rolled in the nat 
sound under your lead-in to the cut of 
Carlos Burle and that's something I've 
grown old trying to get more reporters to 
do; it's so smooth and makes a piece so 
much more listenable.

And the sound of waves under your 
description of Canon Beach was just 
great.

Surfing in Alaska. Who knew?

Emily Kwong KYUK Radio As Yaska Trial Is Delayed Again, Aniak 
Searches For Answers

A heartbreaking story well told in a nice 
narrative form. Loved your description in 
the community and the victim's place in 
it. Nice rolling in of the sound of the 
basketball game. I was thinking "what a 
senseless killing" when you said the 
crime seems random and cruel.

Teresa Cotsirilos Once again, I'm blown away by the 
quality of work in this category. I think 
there were something like 14 entries that 
I had to rank and the difference between 
#1 nd #14 was razor thin.

I'm proud to be in the same industry as 
these journalists.

Best Culture Reporting Print-Small Margaret Littman Petersburg Pilot Print-Small Sealaska, PIA to teach sea otter skin 
sewing class to strengthen cultural 
identity

This was as well-structured and well-
paced.

Brian Varela Chilkat Valley News Print-Small Hotch teaches Tlingit language class Nice news story with good details and 
well-selected quotes.

Jenna Kunze Cordova Times Print-Small Eyak film premieres at Anchorage 
International Film Festival

Emily Mesner The first-place winner in this category 
balanced providing background and 
news details to create an engaging, 
informational read.

Vern McCorkle Award for Best 
Business Reporting

Print-Small Justin Hinkley Wrangell Sentinel Print-Small Cruise ship season comes to a close: A 
look at cruise ships’ effects on Wrangell

This story tackled from every angle an 
important economic engine for the 
community served by this newspaper. 
Clear writing and full of details. In a field 
of talent, this story rose above the others 
for the depth of its coverage an important 
topic.

Caleb Vierkant Skagway News Print-Small Sgt. Preston’s Lodge changing 
ownership, becoming housing

No community likes to see one of its 
treasures disappear, but this story 
explained -- in concise but specific detail 
-- why it had to be, and what it would 
mean to community going forward.

Leigh Armstrong Petersburg Pilot Print-Small Salmon season misses the mark Brian Varela A crowded field of solid writing and 
important topics made choosing a winner 
a tough ask. Alaskans are well-served by 
the newspapers covering business issues 
in their communities.

Vern McCorkle Award for Best 
Business Reporting

Print-Large Justin Hinkley Oceans Deeply Yereth Rosen Graying of Alaska’s Fishing Fleet Puts 
Key Industry in Peril

Not only is this a thorough review of an 
important economic issue, it's a pleasure 
to read from start to finish. Near-
perfection.

Yereth Rosen Anchorage Daily News Annie Zak After years of poor king salmon runs, 
renowned Kenai River sportfishing 
community adjusts

A well-written piece covering an 
important topic that provides readers a 
thorough understanding of the issues at 
hand.

Annie Zak, Loren Holmes Alaska Business Monthly Julie Stricker Enterprising Entrepreneurs A story that's important not only as a 
business feature, but as a social justice 
story. Slam dunk on a great angle.

Julie Stricker Judging this contest often felt like a near-
impossible task, because each time I 
read what seemed like a sure-fire first 
place, the next story would knock my 
socks off. The real winners in this 
category are the communities these 
publications serve, because they're 
getting comprehensive coverage of a 
variety of important business topics 
through well-written articles. Congrats to 
all.

Best Reporting on Government or 
Politics

Print-Large Betsy Russell Anchorage Daily News Devin Kelly Crackdown on Anchorage’s abandoned 
buildings helps neighborhoods fight 
blight

A thoroughly reported and 
comprehensive piece on a troubling 
issue, from policy to neighborhood 
impacts

Devin Kelly Fairbanks Daily News-Miner Print-Large Murkowski splits with Trump on climate 
change

Nice job drawing out the local impacts 
from an important national analysis, in 
addition to reporting the senator's 
positions.

Erin McGroarty Peninsula Clarion Victoria Petersen Borough chooses to not appeal court 
decision, updates invocation policy

A very complete report that captures all 
sides of the discussion

Victoria Petersen

Vern McCorkle Award for Best 
Business Reporting

Radio Corey Flintoff KTOO Public Media Radio Five rules for investment from Alaska's 
Permanent Fund Corporation

This piece stands out for its well-
organized presentation of the topic, lively 
writing and delivery, and adroit use of 
actualities and ambience.

Rashah McChesney KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio Sitka entrepreneur rolls out an aviation 
revolution in the baggage bin

The writing in this piece is vivid and 
memorable. The reporter takes us to a 
place few people get to see, and shows 
how an invention could revolution the 
baggage process.

Robert Woolsey KYUK Radio The Donlin Gold Mine Needs To Move A 
Mountain. How Close Are They To 
Making That Happen?

This piece offers a balanced look at a 
controversial project. The narration is 
strong and clear, and the interviews give 
the story authenticity and resonance.

Krysti Shallenberger Good business reporting goes to the 
heart of what makes communities tick, 
their economic life. The trick is to take 
complex and sometimes arcane details 
and make them into a clear and 
compelling narrative. Many of the stories 
in this year's competition succeeded in 
that very well. The three winners told their 
stories compellingly.

Best Food Reporting Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Gretchen McKay KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Harvesting Alaska: Flying Squirrel Bakery The reporter painted a great picture of 
people and place. I felt like I was there.

Lauren Maxwell, Nick Swann First Alaskans Magazine Vera Starbard A Community Cooks I love the way the writer was able to 
weave together her own personal history 
with that of native Alaskans. Including 
recipes made it a even better read.

Vera Starbard Anchorage Daily News Annie Zak How one cargo ship delay sends ripples 
through Alaska's food supply chain

Terrific reporting. The writer was able to 
take complex subject and make it easy to 
understand. Those of us in the lower 48 
take our fresh produce for granted!

Annie Zak So many terrific entries! Alaska has such 
an interesting food culture. The reporters 
all told great stories.

Best Reporting on Science Radio Cara Hetland KTOO Public Media Radio Wolves are eating sea otters near 
Gustavus. What does that mean for the 
deer?

Elizabeth Jenkins Alaska Public Media Radio AK: Rising populations, threat of disease 
prompt renewed interest in bat research

Ammon Swenson Alaska Public Media Radio Mixing science with traditional 
knowledge, researchers hope to get seal 
oil on the menu

Anne Hillman This was a difficult category to judge. All 
of these stories were fascinating and 
educational. All were well told and 
informative. Great work.

Best Profile Radio Cara Hetland KTOO Public Media Radio What’s the deal with Juneau’s barefoot 
guy?

Adelyn Baxter KFSK Radio (Petersburg) Radio PHS graduate with cerebral palsy ready 
for new challenges

Angela Denning KTOO Public Media Elizabeth Jenkins This Juneau man built the fully electric 
boat of his dreams

Elizabeth Jenkins Such wonderful and interesting people 
featured in this category. I always say the 
best stories are about someone doing 
something for a reason. I'm honored to 
be able to learn more about the 
wonderful people doing great things.

Best Culture Reporting Radio Erin Hennessey Alaska Public Media Radio AK: Nerdiness and fandom abound at 
Anchorage’s 13th Annual Senshi Con

Strong opening scene with the tattoo. 
Sucked me right in. Clear, conversational 
writing and very nice voicing. Acted as a 
welcoming guide in this subculture, 
including explaining some terms that may 
be unknown to some. "Costume tune up" 
was very visual. Excellent vox/montage of 
voices. Also liked tape from the security 
guard roaming the halls who was an 
outside observer. Strong ending. This 
piece also felt well edited - the stone was 
given a high polish. Well done!

Ammon Swenson Alaska Public Media Radio Anchorage Museum archives earthquake 
with viral memes, Twitter poetry

A very clever way to explore the 
earthquake, revealing Alaskan's resilience 
and good humor. Strong writing and 
voicing. Well edited.

Kirsten Swann Alaska Public Media Radio Drawing on historical strengths to prevent 
problems in the future

The solutions lens worked well here. 
Strong opening. Strong writing that 
showed its reporting.Good voicing. 
Found a way to talk about a successful 
program with context and perspective so 
I didn't feel like I was just learning about 
the program but rather how it was 
connected to real life.

Anne Hillman This was a very competitive category 
with 18 entries in all. There were some 
very strong entries, some of which 
missed an award by a hair. I would say 
this is the best selection of entries that I 
have ever judged for this competition. 
The ones that stood out were the ones 
that got good edits. The ones that did not 
get the editing they deserved felt more 
like strong first drafts.
For the many stories that focused on a 
cultural event, I would encourage the 
reporters to seek out a strong character 
and use that person as a microcosm to 
tell a bigger, deeper story. It would help 
make the story more intimate and 
meaningful.

Best Sports Photo (Small) Television,Radio,Print-Small Barrett Stinson Skagway News Print-Small Wrestling invitational brings Southeast 
Alaska athletes to Skagway’s mats

With only one entry, was tempted to just 
give this photo a first place and move on, 
but just didn't want to. Then, it appears 
the judging program requires that you 
pick a first-place winner.

With many flaws (see below) a third-place 
finish is generous enough. Don't mean to 
sound harsh, hopefully constructive.

First, usually, this is the wrestling pic to 
get in case there's a pin in the first 15 
seconds of the match. The two wrestlers 
are facing each other and there's no real 
action.

Then the thought comes that the story 
might be about one of the wrestlers being 
a girl, which would make this photo an 
OK photo for that story. Still not a good, 
much less great, sports photo all and all.

Hard to get a clean background at some 
wrestling tournaments, but why pick a 
photo with a guy's head with a white hat 
coming out of the boy's head to enter in 
a contest?

Other things to say about this photo 
would be that the horizon is tilted for no 
apparent reason, and a tighter crop on 
the left would have removed the 
distraction of that person taking a photo 
with their phone.

Dan Fox No Winner No Winner Only one entry, the judging program 
requires a first-place winner. Wouldn't 
have awarded it that high a finish if there 
was a choice.

Best Sports Photo (Large) Television,Radio,Print-Large Barrett Stinson Juneau Empire Print-Large Basketball Liked the wave of players diving for the 
ball. This more unusual moment sent it to 
the top. Even so, would still crop in from 
the right to between the knee and the 
white sneaker,

Michael Penn Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes Flag Football Nice clean composition and a great 
expression on the runner's face helped 
this photo clinch second place.

Loren Holmes Anchorage Daily News Robert Hallinen Sprint Mushing Loved the dog's expressions and the 
clean look of this photo with the out of 
focus driver adding depth and 
information without being a distraction.

Bob Hallinen Of the six entries, the top three stood out 
from the others, but not so much from 
each other. Struggled a bit to place the 
top three at first, but the more usual 
moment went on to win, and the best 
expression lead to the second-place 
choice.

Best Scenic Photo (Large) Television,Radio,Print-Large Barrett Stinson Alaska Magazine Print-Large Poolside Beautiful clean composition, color and 
feel. Just jumps off the page. Easy to 
pick this winner.

Jeff Schultz Anchorage Daily News Robert Hallinen Raven in the Sun Nice seeing and execution with the 
proper exposure to make this a 
compelling image that feels mysterious.

Bob Hallinen Juneau Empire Print-Large Eagles Nothing wrong with this image. An 
intense moment captured for sure, but 
somehow lacks the artful feel the the first 
two photos.

Michael Penn Seven entries, and the top four stood out. 
The top two were easy to place, while 
third-place was a debate for a bit with 
"Eagles" just getting by "Ice Skater."
The former is a nice intense moment, and 
the later featured better "seeing." 
Perhaps a tighter crop on the later - 
especially from the bottom - would have 
put over the top.

Best Scenic Photo (Small) Television,Radio,Print-Small Barrett Stinson The Northern Light Print-Small Denali Best image quality in the category. A 
lovely painterly feel and composition of a 
truly scenic subject.

Chase Burnett Petersburg Pilot Print-Small Fight for life Of the three eagle photos submitted in 
this category, this one featured by far the 
best moment and technical execution.

John Havrilek Petersburg Pilot Print-Small Gorging on herring A clean composition well executed. Carli Byrer Of the nine entries, the top two stood out 
quickly. A painterly beauty won the 
category with an intense moment winning 
second place. The third-place winner 
stood out from two other eagle photos 
and and rainbow photo.

Best Sports or Outdoors Column Print-Small,Print-Large Elizabeth Walters Anchorage Daily News Vicky Ho Cautionary Tales Vicky Ho Skagway News Print-Small Fish This! - A little mystery Andrew Cremata Peninsula Clarion Print-Large Jeff Helminiak: "Passion and Risk", Oct. 
11, 2018; "When bad conditions become 
challenging conditions", Jan. 5, 2018; 
"Enjoying the silence", June 21, 2018

Jeff Helminiak This is always my favorite category to 
judge. There's not much that separates 
each finalist, and each column perfectly 
describes life in Alaska and being 
outdoors. Great work by all of you.

Best News Photo Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Barrett Stinson Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes House damaged by earthquake This was the only photo with an 
operational link of the two entries. While 
the photo does show the damage well, to 
toning is not done well and the photo 
lacks some kid of humanity or "moment." 
Does show the damage well though.

Loren Holmes No Winner Cordova Times Print-Small Wind storm breaks 100-foot Polar Bear 
loose

This could just be the greatest photo I've 
never seen -- cause the link wasn't 
operational and I couldn't see the original 
file or a thumbnail.

Teal Barmore Only two entries in this category. Could 
only view one of the two, as the link on 
the third-place winner was not 
functioning to view the original file. The 
first-place "winner" by default shows a 
damaged home, which is fairly dramatic 
and well composed, but lacks a moment.

Best Blog Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Bob Collins The Midnight Sun Matt Buxton The Midnight Sun political blog - 
midnightsunak.com

Smartly written, informative, irreverent, 
humorous. Everything I want a newsroom 
blog to be. I wish ours was so good.

Matt Buxton AKontheGO.com Erin Kirkland AKontheGO.com"Family Fun in the 49th 
State"

Super informative, a nice relaxed writing 
style and lots of links for more 
information. Very impressive.

Erin Kirkland The Spenardian Victoria Petersen The Spenardian Victoria Petersen, Levi Brown, Samantha 
Davenport, Young Kim

Best Reporting on Health Print-Small Bob Ortega Arctic Sounder Print-Small It's not time for you to go' This story made good use of quotes from 
two people who have struggled with 
suicidal impulses, and offered helpful 
resources for readers.

Shady Grove Oliver Skagway News Print-Small Breaking through barriers to mental 
healthcare in the Last Frontier

Dan Fox Wrangell Sentinel Print-Small Staying healthy for the new school year Caleb Vierkant
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Best Reporting on Health Print-Large Bob Ortega Peninsula Clarion Print-Large "Health care providers call for syringe 
exchange"

This story offered views of both drug 
users and health officials, along with 
useful context about needle exchanges 
programs.

Erin Thompson Anchorage Daily News Tegan Hanlon Alaska officials want medical providers to 
pay back millions in Medicaid payments

Solid reporting on how a state screw up 
is pinching medical providers and could 
reduce Medicaid access for some 
patients.

Tegan Hanlon Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large Responsible Pain Management Isaac Stone Simonelli

Best Reporting on Crime or Courts Radio Julie Siple KCAW Radio (Sitka) Radio For this expat mom, raising healthy girls 
means going to prison

Really, really compelling story. Great use 
of sound and in-person tape. And such 
interesting big-picture legal questions. I 
did wish you had more explicitly said that 
you reviewed multiple legal files, etc., to 
show you'd extensively researched her 
case and her allegations. But I could tell 
that you HAD. What an amazing story - 
and such a nice job telling it.

Robert Woolsey KTOO Public Media Radio After 8 months of silence, family of 
Juneau man killed by police in Fairbanks 
demands answers

What an important, well-told story. 
Cody's final moments are sensitively told, 
with voices that bring him and his story to 
life. Nice work with the big-picture issues 
around police investigations and the 
death of Native people at the hands of 
police.

Jake Steinberg KFSK Radio (Petersburg) Radio Allen sentenced for fatal July 4 van wreck You know, this is in many ways a simple 
story, a story that relies on a few hours in 
court. But I couldn't get it out of my 
head. The juxtaposition of the victims' 
families with the defendant's statement - 
it's so powerful.

Joe Viechnicki Great work all around - a true pleasure to 
listen through these. I was left thinking 
about so many big-picture legal 
questions. These were stories well told. It 
was hard to choose!

Best Culture Reporting Television Brian McCrone KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Zuill Bailey, Musical Messenger Easily top of the class. Wonderfully shot, 
edited, voiced. Great television.

Rhonda McBride, Will Mader KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Alaska Native Speakers Warn of 
"Linguistic Emergency"

Fascinating story matter. Structurally 
interesting.

Travis Khachatoorian KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Iditarod Legend's Last Great Race on 
Earth

Great character. Could have gotten more 
into her.

Blake Essig

Best Short Feature Print-Large Karen Larsen Anchorage Daily News Tegan Hanlon The Iditarod gave this musher broken 
bones and frostbitten toes. At 77, he’s 
not ready to stop racing.

Well written with excellent interviews, 
pacing and anecdotes to keep the story 
moving. Nice visual support for the story 
in picture montage.

Tegan Hanlon Fairbanks Daily News-Miner Matt Buxton Dunleavy’s connection to rural Alaska 
shines through on hectic inauguration 
day

Matt Buxton Anchorage Daily News Annie Zak McCarthy's only ambulance was 
vandalized. So a Wisconsin tourist 
bought the town a new one.

Annie Zak

Best Reporting on Health or Science Television Brian McCrone KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Morning news anchor takes viewers 
along on her first mammogram

Sincere call to action. Informative, useful 
journalism.

Ariane Aramburo, Mike Nederbrock KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Rhodiola Rosea Well-shot. Great character (a plant) at the 
intersection of the category: health & 
science.

Tracy Sinclare, Mike Nederbrock

Best Magazine Feature Print-Small,Print-Large Margaret Littman Alaska Business Monthly Print-Large Off the Cuff: Aves Thompson This is a compelling, engaging read that 
makes the subject relatable. Nice use of 
a limited word count.

Kathryn Mackenzie Alaska Contractor Print-Small Fired up for Ice and Snow Roads Nice detail on an Alaska-specific issue. Nancy Erickson Alaska Contractor Print-Small Risking Stability Lots of good detail about the issue. Rindi White Lots of good details in the reporting in 
this category. Lots of Alaska-specific 
stories that ought to be shared with the 
country.

Best Media Website Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Jim Flynn The Northern Light Print-Small www.thenorthernlight.org TNL Staff KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television KTVA.com: Earthquake Coverage Jes Stugelmayer, Elizabeth Roman, Chris 
Klint

Anchorage Daily News Print-Large www.adn.com Anchorage Daily News staff

Best Solo Journalism Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Jim Flynn Anchorage Press OHara Shipe Finding Her Voice: Anchorage-born 
Alexis Sallee spotlights Indigenous 
rappers in ‘Definition of Resilience’

O'Hara Shipe Anchorage Press OHara Shipe Teenage promoters: Too young for the 
bars, Sludge & Friends take matters into 
their own hands

O'Hara Shipe Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes Loren Holmes Solo Journalism Loren Holmes

Best Reporting on Crime or Courts Print-Large Brian McCrone Anchorage Daily News Marc Lester Rethinking Alaska's only maximum 
security prison

Incredible access. Great photos. 
Beautiful layout. Very impressive writing. 
Full package. Best in show.

Marc Lester Anchorage Daily News Print-Large Addicts stole 36 guns in a single 
Anchorage break-in. One was used in a 
murder. Where are the rest?

Fascinating how the writer turned a 
burglary into a character, and showed 
how one event could have such wide-
ranging effects on a city. Great reporting.

Michelle Theriault Boots Anchorage Daily News Kyle Hopkins Secret report says Anchorage police 
botched investigation into drug dealing 
by Alaska National Guard recruiters

Important reporting. Kyle Hopkins

Best Reporting on Crime or Courts Print-Small Brian McCrone Arctic Sounder Print-Small Alaska Native women respond to 
Schneider sentencing

Compelling, sordid stories behind the 
story actually written. Could use more 
character development.

Shady Grove Oliver Wrangell Sentinel Print-Small Alaska Supreme Court gives opinion on 
local property dispute

Were there any attempts to reach the 
parties? Relies too heavily on abstract 
court opinions.

Caleb Vierkant Petersburg Pilot Print-Small Triem ordered to pay $99,000 to Alaska 
Airlines counsel

Too bad there is not an overall profile of 
the attorney, as it seems like he is at the 
center of quite a bit of questionable 
litigation over the years.

Ron Loesch Seek characters. Dig deeper in reporting. 
Don't rely so much on police- or court-
provided information.

Best Online Video Journalism Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Wes Pope KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Bethel Search and Rescue Easily the best entry in the category. 
Love the present-tense nature of this 
story: out on the ice encounters with 
locals puts the viewer in the story. Story 
highlights the dangerous impacts of the 
new liquor store.

John Thain Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes From start to finish, fly along the 1,000-
mile Iditarod trail

Not really a story here, but the footage is 
so beautiful it is mesmerizing to watch.

Loren Holmes No Winner Two strong entries and several with a 
variety of technical issues and/or lack of 
story.

Three entries did not appear to have 
video links?

Best Multimedia Presentation Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Wes Pope BBC Cody Liska The US state that gives residents $1,000 
each year

Solid interactive explainer. Works 
especially well as an introduction to the 
PFD for non-Alaska residents

Michael Downey, Cody Liska KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Harvesting Alaska Partnership: Digging 
Deeper

Solid local food reporting, videos were 
shot and edited well.

Gina Romero, Jessica Stugelmayer, 
Lauren Maxwell, Heather Hintze, 
Shannon Ballard, Mary Smith, Rhonda 
McBride, Nick Swann, Kevin Kelleher, 
Rick Rysso

KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television MULTIMEDIA MAP: Operation 
Afghanistan Alaska's Spartan Brigade

Interactive map dominates this entry, 
would love to see more focus on the 
photography & video â€“ let us see and 
hear what the reporting team was 
experiencing.

Sidney Sullivan, Blake Essig, Albert Lutan Small number of entries (4) and not a lot 
of work around cohesive presentation. 
Reporting was solid on top three entries, 
but the design sometimes got in the way.

Best Reporting on Government or 
Politics

Television Cynthia Sewell KTVA TV (Anchorage) Liz Raines Candidate's campaign credentials don't 
check out

Thorough, smart, and compelling, this 
well laid-out story highlights the 
important role media play in 
backgrounding and vetting candidates.

Liz Raines KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Four bitcoin for your data: How a roll of 
the dice by the City of Valdez paid off 
after a cyber attack

Well developed, intriguing, and 
informative, this story plays out like a 
good techno mystery as it educates the 
viewer on cyber crime and security.

Daniel Kirby, Beth Verge, Shawn Wilson KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Alaska Governor sworn in on a “little 
detour” above the Arctic Circle

A great mix of local color and a twist on a 
traditional, gubernatorial event.

Liz Raines, Jared Mazurek

Best Breaking News Story Print-Small,Print-Large Cynthia Sewell Kodiak Daily Mirror Gabe Stutman Waiting for the wave: All across Kodiak, 
people rushed to safety

A finely-detailed, well-organized story, 
revealing a deft, journalistic eye, 
commingled with a gripping, organic 
sense of narrative. A great 
accomplishment on a reporter's second 
day of work!

Gabe Stutman The Northern Light Robin ODonoghue DEVELOPING: 7.0 magnitude earthquake 
cancels classes and deals extensive 
damage to UAA campus buildings

During a regional disaster, this story 
reflects a utilitarian approach to keep 
readers continually informed. Sometimes, 
it's important to get the information out 
without any journalistic flair.

Robin O'Donoghue Juneau Empire Print-Large Pet cremator cited for leaving dead 
animals out, attracting bears

Dead pets, marauding bears, and a local 
reporter's serendipitous news break. this 
is an "only in Alaska" story.

Alex McCarthy

Best Culture Reporting Print-Large Margaret Littman First Alaskans Magazine Vera Starbard Hooked The lede hooked me! (pun intended.) Lots 
of great detail

Tamara Ikenberg Alaska Magazine Print-Large Caribou People: The importance of the 
Porcupine herd to the Gwich’in people

Nice pacing, nice integration of photos 
and text for the whole package

Peter Mather, Charley Swaney Juneau Empire Alex McCarthy Alaska’s petrogylphs & lessons that span 
an ocean: Alaska Natives, Native 
Hawaiians learn from each other on 
environmental topics

Lovely sense of place in this article. Nice 
weaving of different perspectives.

Alex McCarthy

Best Picture Story Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Ted Warren Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes Iditarod 2018 A beautifully photographed look at an 
iconic race, with great use of aerial views 
to place the mushers in their 
environment. The behind-the-scenes 
photos really helped tell the story, in 
particular the stack of cigarette packs, 
which visually conveys the time duration 
and isolation of the course.

Loren Holmes First Alaskans Magazine Vera Starbard Alexie Family Fish Camp This set of photos gave me a really good 
idea of both the activities at the camp 
and especially the generational mix of 
elders and youth. I liked seeing the 
basketball photo and the detailed salmon 
preparation photos. It was clear that the 
subjects were at ease with having a 
photographer present.

Wayde Carrol Anchorage Press OHara Shipe Spa Day at Brother Francis This story beat out several other 
contenders for third by having detail 
shots in the mix! Other than having a shot 
of a client WALKING in or walking out, 
this told the story nicely.

O'Hara Shipe This was a pleasant category to judge. As 
a whole, there is some great photography 
in here.

A reminder that the best photo stories are 
more than just a gallery of images. They 
show a visual story arc that includes an 
opener, a closer, and for in between, a 
good mix of wide-, medium-, and tight 
shots that take a viewer through a 
process or a series of events.

Most of the entries here needed to 
include some tight detail shots -- they are 
an important part of the story and can 
really draw a viewer in.

I'd encourage entrants that when faced 
with a single event to cover -- such as a 
homeless wedding -- they they try to 
expand coverage to before and after the 
event itself to better capture a full story.

Best Feature Photo (Small) Television,Radio,Print-Small Ted Warren Daily Sitka Sentinel Print-Small Walking the Walk A good feature draws you in and makes 
you curious about what is going on in the 
scene. This is clearly composed and 
certainly does that. If a frame were 
available where the pole didn't overlap 
the roof on the right, this would be even 
better, but with its interesting content 
and almost painting-like quality, it still is 
the winner.

James Poulson Cordova Times Print-Small Fourth of July bubbles This has a lot of potential, with the 
multicolored bubble against the blue sky, 
and lots of expressive faces. What kept 
this out of first place was lack of 
MOMENT. If there was a finger probing 
the bubble, or a pop in action, or 
someone jumping to reach it, it would 
have both content and action (and 
reaction) and would have been elevated 
to first. Kudos for getting the camera up 
high and for using the rule of thirds for 
the the sky line. It's visually interesting, 
just lacking moment.

Emily Mesner Chilkat Valley News Print-Small Fighting a snag A nice action-filled feature that is cleanly 
composed. I'm left wondering what is on 
the end of the line, so a wider view 
perhaps would have been better. I do like 
the layered look of the three subjects.

Kyle Clayton Honorable mention to the Tanner Crab 
photo from Cordova, I just felt it belonged 
more in the news category. There's also a 
nice connection in the Dance Lesson 
photo that could have been elevated by 
some movement or more interaction.

A reminder that for features, the two 
biggest factors that make a photo stand 
out are graphical/creative composition to 
emphasize beauty or content, and then 
it's all about emotion, reaction, and 
moment. Show me a nice clean reaction 
from a subject that is relatable or a 
beautiful daily scene and I'm hooked.

It's important also to exercise the 
photographers license to slow down and 
observe and to wait for something to 
happen. We also have a better eye than 
so many others for making an every day 
event worth appearing in the paper. Be a 
keen observer of humanity and you will 
do well in this category.

Best Feature Photo (Large) Television,Radio,Print-Large Ted Warren Juneau Empire Print-Large Polar Dip A great layering of human reaction from a 
yearly event. Nicely done in selecting a 
frame with a variety of people and 
expressions in it.

Michael Penn Anchorage Daily News Loren Holmes Moose blocks traffic Nice composition and low angle to make 
the moose look even larger than the cars 
that it is, and good selection of a frame 
where the legs look like they are walking.

Loren Holmes Anchorage Daily News Robert Hallinen Moose Crossing It was difficult choosing between 2nd and 
3rd place on this one. Nice job capturing 
human-animal interaction. I'm wondering 
if a tighter crop would have elevated this 
higher in the category. I think it would 
have.

Bob Hallinen Honorable mention to the sidewalk smile, 
and good seeing, but it cries out for a 
person (casting a cool shadow) walking 
through the scene to give it scale and 
presence. Without people, this is an 
aerial photo of some benches that 
happen to form a smile. If a person could 
have been captured walking through the 
scene, this would have been in the top 
three.

I'd like to see more entries for this 
category, but I fear that tightening 
newspaper staffs are giving 
photographers less time to go out and 
just observe and look for moments in life. 
If you'r'e an editor reading this, please be 
sure to give your photographers some 
"hunting time" during the course of the 
day and you will be pleased with what 
they are able to come back with.

Best Arts & Culture Criticism Print-Small,Print-Large Kerry Clawson Fairbanks Daily News-Miner Matt Buxton ‘Captain Toad’ is a gem of a Mario world 
treasure hunt

This review makes a clear case that 
strong level design and the need to 
cleverness and thinking in "Captain 
Toad" make the game well worth playing.

Matt Buxton Anchorage Press Jean Bundy Art Sleuth: Unpacking Art of Fandom This review captures the humor of an 
exhibit that turns fandom into art in 
various ways.

Jean Bundy Anchorage Press Jean Bundy Overlaying Cultures Impress After the 
Show 'Unsettled' Ends

This critique offers interesting analysis 
looking at the exhibit "Unsettled" through 
the lens of cultural exchanges combining 
ancient and modern media. Most 
thought-provoking was the Nike 
shoe/mask analysis.

Jean Bundy

Best General News Story Television Aaron Ellis KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Vine Road Aftermath Dave Goldman KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Operation Afghanistan: Afghan 
Translators risk life for a better one

Blake Essig, Albert Lutan KTVA TV (Anchorage) Television Cop saves a life John Thain

Best Environmental Reporting Television,Radio,Print-Small,Print-Large Jenelle Shriner KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Trying to avoid another "Exxon Valdez" Mike Nederbrock, Mike Ross First Alaskans Magazine Vera Starbard Sikuliaq Diana Campbell KTUU TV (Anchorage) Television Searching for a cause for the sea bird 
die-off

Tracy Sinclare, Eric Sowl

Best Profile Print-Small Christina Myer Extreme Alaska Print-Small History professor reflects on life and 
laughter

Laura Lundell The Northern Light Robin ODonoghue UAA professor elected international chair 
of Inuit Circumpolar Council

Robin O'Donoghue Wrangell Sentinel Print-Small Jessica Whitaker, coach of the Lady 
Wolves, to retire

Caleb Vierkant

Best Audio Program or Podcast Radio Amy Robinson Alaska Public Media Radio Midnight Oil: The Big Thaw I enjoyed listening to these entries. They 
had great production value, engaging 
writing and conversational delivery. All of 
the elements are there to attract and 
keep listeners

Rachel Waldholz, Annie Feidt, Jennifer 
Pemberton, Elizabeth Harball, Liz Ruskin

KBBI Radio, Homer Radio Check the Pantry Great delivery and good information on 
both the uses and the history of the food 
featured. Shortening the introductory 
music bed would make stronger pieces

Jeff Lockwood KNOM Radio Story 49: Sharing Your Voice, Your Story, 
Your Alaska

Good use of ambient sound, clear, clean 
audio of guests and a nice direction for 
the stories. Well done!

Zoe Grueskin Thank you for allowing me to judge again 
this year. I enjoyed the variety of the 
entries! I placed them based not on the 
value of the content, per sae, it didn't 
matter if the entry focued on climate 
change, fisheries, or a little bit of 
everything, (as a couple were). Rather I 
listened for audio quality, discussion arch 
and production values, such as use of 
ambient sound, when relevant.

I heard a lot of talent and creativity!

http://www.thenorthernlight.org/
http://ktva.com/
http://www.adn.com/

